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Abstract

The potential of the second wave of Artificial Intelligence (AI) to change our lives beyond recognition is both exciting and challenging. AI has been around for over three decades, and this new approach of artificial intelligence, due to enhancements in technology, both software, and hardware, has resulted in the fact that human decision-making is considered inferior and erratic in many fields: none more so than medicine. Machine learning algorithms with access to large data sets can be trained to outperform clinicians in many respects. AI’s effectiveness in accurate diagnosis of various medical conditions and medical image interpretation is well documented. Modern AI technology has the potential to transform medicine to a level never seen before in terms of efficiency and accuracy; but is also potentially highly disruptive, creating insecurity and allowing the transfer of expert domain knowledge to machines. Anesthetics is a complex medical discipline and assuming AI can easily replace experienced and knowledgeable medical practitioners is a very unrealistic expectation. AI can be used in anesthetics to develop, in some respects, more advanced clinical decision support tools based on machine learning. This paper focuses on the complexity of both AI developments, deep learning, neural networks, etc. and opportunities of AI in anesthetics for the future. It will review current advances in AI tools and hardware technologies as well as outlining how these can be used in the field of anesthetics.
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1. Introduction

Anesthesia can be sub-divided into four general areas: anesthesia, intensive care
medicine, critical emergency medicine, and pain medicine. The development of this field of medicine has a long history, but essentially the concept has not changed. The purpose is to reduce sensitivity allowing surgery to be performed.

Early anesthetics used narcotics (opium) alcohol and belladonna. Dr. William Morton (1846) removed a tumor from the jaw of a patient using ether to render the patient unconscious. Many of these early anesthetics, such as nitrous-oxide and chloroform had significant side effects. Anesthesia is a very specialized aspect of medicine, where clinicians are trained in all aspects of physiology, physics, and pharmacology, as well as medicine in general with a particular focus on those aspects which may impact on a surgical procedure [1].

Pre-operative and post-operative are critical aspects of patient monitoring. Drug control management during surgery requires very accurate and controlled does to be administered in a timely fashion. Any errors in any aspect of the process are extremely dangerous. Intensive care requires support for numerous possible medical intervention cardiovascular instability, airway or respiratory compromise acute renal failure, or multiple organ dysfunction syndrome. After major surgery monitored patient vitals is critical in the intensive care unit. Medications used to treat chronic painful conditions need to be carefully monitored and most medications have significant side effect profiles. Thus much of pain medicine treatment is theatre-based interventional techniques which require a specific skill set [2].

2. Data Analytics

Modern medical practice, and particularly that within the hospital environment, has been under intense scrutiny in an attempt to improve patient safety and optimize outcomes [3]. The ASA score physical status classification system is a system for assessing the fitness of patients before surgery. In 1963 the American Society of Anesthesiologists adopted the five-category physical status classification system; a sixth category was later added [4] [5] (Table 1).

3. AI in Medicine

With the growing excitement of AI technology applications are being developed in many areas previously thought to be the sole domain of human intelligence. This trend is especially obvious in the fields of healthcare and medicine, which have always been an emotional and sensitive area for people. Enthusiastic proponents of AI claim that machines can outperform humans in many areas of medical diagnosis. However, one may ask, how can patients be convinced that a machine diagnosis is more reliable than that of a human physician?

One of the major concerns is the Trust and confidence in the use of sensitive data: In many sectors (in particular those serving individual people directly), data needs to be protected, for reasons of privacy, security, confidentiality, and commercial sensitivity. Existing programmes have been complex to arrange, and some have attracted criticism, such as DeepMind’s collaboration with the Royal
Table 1. ASA classification score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASA</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Anormal healthy patient (BM under 30), a non-smoking patient with good exercise tolerance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A patient with mild systemic disease. Patient with no functional limitations and a well-controlled disease.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A patient with a severe systemic disease that is not life-threatening. Patient with some functional limitation as a result of disease.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A patient with a severe systemic disease that is a constant threat to life. Patient with functional limitation from life-threatening disease.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A moribund patient who is not expected to survive. The patient is not expected to survive beyond the next 24 hours without surgery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>A brain-dead patient whose organs are being removed with the intention of transplanting them into another patient.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Free Hospital. In Europe, the stringent provisions of the recently enacted General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) emphasise this point [6].

3.1. Artificial Intelligence

A principal subcategory of AI is Machine Learning (ML), where algorithms learn from data to make decisions or predictions. So-called Deep Learning is a subcategory of ML. In Deep Learning, a computational structure has used that attempts to mimic, in a crude way, the architecture of the human brain. This structure is the Artificial Neural Network (ANN), comprised of “layers” of simple elements (mimicking neurons in the cerebral cortex) connected in a network structure. In popular media, deep learning and AI are presented as something new, in reality, many of the ideas have been commonplace for 40 or more years. The recent dramatic breakthroughs in AI is almost wholly attributable to advances in computer hardware that have made much larger ANNs (i.e., “deep nets”) feasible [7] (Figure 1).

Technology, software, and tools for AI are a big business and it not surprising that the large Technology companies such as Google (Google Cloud AutoML), Amazon, Microsoft (Azure ML studio) are offerings in Machine Learning solutions. Even though AI is considered very complex, these companies provide visual programming for machine learning models to create simplified solutions to various applications. One of the leading AI libraries for machine learning is Tensor Flow developed by Google for applications of deep learning neural networks [8].

An immediate question is: what distinguishes different neural networks? Principally, it is the number of layers of neurons in the network. Here, for example, we see a network with five layers, one input, three internal (“hidden”) and one output. Inputs (sensor data, images) are presented at the inputs, and the desired outputs appear at the output layer.

It is commonly recognized that the more hidden layers there are in a neural network, the more powerful it is. The original (“shallow”) neural networks of the 80’s and 90’s had one or two hidden layers, restricted by computer hardware...
limitations. The deep networks of the current century have rapidly advanced to have dozens of layers (hundreds are not uncommon). Generally, a network is regarded as deep if it has six or more layers (Figure 2).

What makes ANNs different from typical computer programs is that they are trained, rather than programmed. A neural network architect designs the network, specifies it to a system like TensorFlow, then trains it with a large set of data that specifies input and desired responses. The network learns by applying an error minimization procedure (“Gradient Descent”) that tends, over time, to produce the desired mapping between inputs and outputs that is implicit in the training set. The more extensive the network, the larger the training set needed; modern training sets can be 100’s of gigabytes in size. Moreover, the larger the network and training set, the longer the network takes to train. Reported training times of weeks on large computational clusters are not uncommon [9].

The difficulty of AI and machine learning models is the classifier and training dataset used. The performance is essential to minimize the prediction error, this directly relates to having a large dataset. Difference between the actual output and predicted output is the error. Based on the performance of different models we choose the model which ranks highest in performance. The Error is a summation of reducible and irreducible error. The reducible Error is bias and Variance. Bias is how far are the predicted values from the actual values. If the average predicted values are far off from the actual values then the bias is high. Variance occurs when the model performs well on the trained dataset but does not do well on a dataset that it is not trained on, like a test dataset or validation dataset. Variance occurs when the model performs well on the trained dataset but does not do well on a dataset that it is not trained on, Variance tells us how scattered is the predicted value from the actual value [10] (Figure 3).

Data sets that could be used to develop specific new AI applications in high-value sectors maybe be used, due to security and confidentiality and AI cannot be applied to challenges in these sectors. This is particularly apparent in healthcare, which is also an area where AI can add great value. The obstacle to AI implementation in healthcare is not technological but access to data. Research is hampered by difficulties in accessing large medical datasets, for legal or other reasons.
However, for ML models it is the labeled data that is the most precious commodity. Modern ML models require large amounts of task-specific training data, and creating these labels by hand is often too slow and expensive. The most significant thrust to intelligent computing has come from the availability of real data. A key element we are missing is predictive (or unsupervised) learning: “the ability of a machine to model the environment, predict possible futures and understand how the world works by observing it and acting in it”. Hence, it is imperative to understand the data, variations, and behaviour [11].

In Supervised Learning input data or training examples come with a label, and the goal of learning is to be able to predict the label for new, unforeseen examples. Labeling the data is expensive and error-prone. Data quality issues can lead to “garbage in, garbage out” in machine learning. We need several experts to label the same image to ensure the correctness of the diagnosis, and hence acquire-
ing a dataset for the given medical task would be several times the amount it takes to annotate a single image. The problem is even more difficult in traditional enterprise settings because of data sparsity, data quality and lack of domain experts.

3.2. Anaesthetic Benefits of AI

Anesthesiologists focus not just on administering anesthetics during the surgical procedure itself, but identify high-risk patients and optimize their fitness for surgery as well as afterwards in order to promote and enhance recovery. Other functions include major trauma, resuscitation, airway management, and critical emergencies that pose an immediate threat to life. The main Areas that AI will influence Anaesthetics will be:

1) Classification of ASA Score
2) Monitoring and Control of Drug Dosage
3) General Data Collection of Post and Pre-Operative Data

3.2.1. Classification of ASA Score

American Society of Anaesthesiologists’ (ASA) classification is the assessment system used for preoperative surgical patients, variations of this grading system are a common clinical problem. The difficulty of ASA score is due to anesthesiologists interpretation, based on other factors to indicate operative risk such as the type of surgery, age, anaemia, obesity, and with patients who have recovered from a myocardial infarction. Geriatric patients, even in the absence of disease, are far more “fragile” in their tolerance of anesthetics compared to young patients. The specific correlation of ASA scores with operating times, hospital length of stay, postoperative infection rates, overall morbidity and mortality rates following gastrointestinal, cardiac, and genitourinary surgery has also been extensively studied [12] [13] [14]. The human error factor and Variance of the ASA score allows for AI and Deep learning Algorithms to support and guide clinicians in more accurate and consistent allocation to this grading system.

3.2.2. Monitoring and Control of Drug Dosage

Anaesthesia is a balance between the amount of anaesthetic drug(s) administered and the state of arousal of the patient. Anesthesiology function is to provide safe, effective, and efficient environment to patients under surgery. This process involves the delivery and monitoring of targeted control drugs. Target-controlled infusion (TCI) is part of anesthesia delivery in many countries, resulting in the precision, reliability, efficacy, and safety of IV anesthesia delivery. Drug innovations are primarily focused on modifying the chemical structures of existing drugs to improve their pharmacodynamic, pharmacokinetic, and side effect properties [15] [16].

Depth of anaesthesia monitors is subjective and depends on patients classification and surgery type to allow accurate drug administration against the measured state of arousal of the patient. Anaesthesia monitoring using EEG or
mid-latency auditory-evoked potentials is commercially available as surrogate measures of anaesthetic drug effect. The variation of patients sensitivity The intensity of surgical stimulation varies throughout surgery, and the haemodynamic effects of the anaesthetic drugs may limit the amount that can be given safely, it is not uncommon for there to be critical imbalances between anaesthetic requirement and anaesthetic drug administration. Under dosing may be because of equipment failure or error may occur. Conversely, inappropriate titration of the hypnotic components, leading to an excessive depth of anaesthesia (DoA), might compromise patient outcome [17] [18].

3.2.3. General Data Collection of Post and Pre-Operative Data
The world of AI is based on having large data sets that will allow machines to perform repetitive and accurate analysis. In anaesthetics the collection of pre-and post-operative information concerning patients and surgical procedures will provide an excellent controlled environment where efficiencies errors can be reduced can be achieved. Storage, security and use of this information are something that is of concern in only health care system.

4. Conclusion
A major issue with current deep learning systems is “opacity.” Although a machine may be trained to perform a specific input-output mapping, it is often unclear as to which part of the training network is responsible for any specific outcome. This is undesirable, as physicians need to understand and trust the operation of any autonomous anaesthesia system. In particular, a physician needs to be sure that the machine will not generate “wild” responses in unforeseen operating conditions. Currently, acceptable methods solve this by increasing the training sets and more complex levels of processing, without a precise analysis of cognitive bias that may occur. Decision making for use in anaesthetics cannot be a nondeterministic closed process, and clinicians need to have full control and understanding of the decisions developed by these rule-based algorithms. Anaesthetics involves much cognitive and dexterity based work. Technology is increasingly encroaching on both of these areas. AI Systems using Machine based Learning tools and software can be very useful in some aspects of clinical decisions within anaesthetics.
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